A Few Minutes with the Boss
By: Joseph Andalina

Two good guys shot
A few days ago, two of our finest were brutally shot and wounded in the land that time forgot —
Ferguson, MO. A coward or cowards let some bullets fly towards the police as they guarded
businesses from being looted and burned by the morons who collected on the streets that night.
Both boys will recover but the trauma is serious, both mentally and physically. I don’t know
about y’all, but personally I am sick and tired of hearing the press, pundits, and politicians now
calling for calm (from the police). Don’t overreact.
There are many peaceful protestors who have a right to be heard. They are protesting that a cop
shot and killed an unarmed black teen,
Hands up — don’t shoot. Make me puke.
Why can’t they say the truth? You know, that the hands up garbage has been discredited by the
Grand Jury and Eric Holder’s anti-cop Department of Justice.
But noooo! Protests still continue over the unarmed black teen. Why can’t they say the black
teen that just committed a strong-armed robbery and was walking down the middle of the street
when a cop simply told him, or ordered him, to walk on the sidewalk?
Then the teen, all 6’4” 300 pounds of him, attacked the cop, beat him and then tried to get his
gun and was at that time shot in self-defense. No, it’s always an unarmed black teen shot by a
white cop. Over politicizing the police? Well, duh, yeah!
So the media, like a bunch of flies on some warm dog doo-doo, never cease with the false
narrative. So the criminals out there, ginned up by all the usual suspects, are having a field day
because nobody will stop them. Just listen to the mealy-mouthed chiefs and politicians out there.
Trying to walk a fine line by not denigrating protestors. Have they no class? Loyalty? Or passion
for their own?
One guy does. Sheriff David Clark of Milwaukee County in Wisconsin. Now there’s a
chief/sheriff one would go to the wall for. Isn’t afraid to say the truth. He is a man who believes
in what the truth is and not in what you want it to be.
Another thing, who lined up these cops in a tactical formation shoulder to shoulder on the street?
Set up like civil war soldiers where even the worst of the worst shooters could let shots fly and
are guaranteed to hit someone.
I say put the cops in all those militarized vehicles the liberal rags are bitching about and see the
cockroaches who would loot, burn and kill, scatter.
Really, isn’t it time for all this to stop?
Vita é bella

